SECTION 096816 – SHEET CARPETING

PART 1 GENERAL

3.1 SECTION INCLUDES:

A. The work of this section shall include all labor, materials, equipment, accessories and services requires and necessary to furnish and install all direct glue down carpeting and related items as indicated or specified.

3.2 SUBMITTALS

A. Submit Product Data Sheets, shop drawings (seam diagram), and manufacture’s recommendations for care, cleaning and maintenance.

B. Provides a shop drawing layout for each area to receive carpet showing pattern, seam locations, color trim, strips, and any pertinent installation details and requirements.

3.3 QUALITY CONTROL

3 By the Manufacturer

1. Furnish roll numbers and other information which will enable identification of the certified carpet. Inspect all carpet after manufacture for manufacturing defects.


4 By the Installer

1. Review manufacturer’s recommendations and recommend in writing variations required to assure installation guarantee. Guarantee installation to hold carpet firmly and tightly in place without seam openings, wrinkling, creeping, edge loosening or seam reveling for two years. Guarantee shall cover full value of installation and material requiring replacement due to installation defects.

2. Overage and scraps – Neatly package scraps and trimmings over three feet in any one dimension in small quantities and deliver to the owner at the Project. Include as overage one piece of carpet of each color but not less than 10 feet x carpet width.

PART 2 PRODUCTS

3.1 MATERIALS

A. General – All materials shall be delivered to the Project or approved cutting shop in original packaging and labeled with reference to certificate identifying product with specification.

1. See contract documents for identification of carpet description and areas of installation.

2. Adhesive – As recommended by Carpet Manufacturer.

3. Underlayment – Portland Cement/latex concrete floor filler for leveling concrete floor as recommended by Carpet Manufacturer.

4. Termination Strips – Concealed type, as recommended by Carpet Manufacturer.
PART 3 EXECUTION

3.1 INSTALLATION

A. Install carpet in strict accordance with manufacturer’s published instructions. Installer shall be approved by Carpet Manufacturer and shall use manufacturer approved techniques, tools and accessories. In the absence of published instructions, the supplier’s recommendation as to method of installation and adhesives shall be used.

3.2 PREPARATION

A. Preparation and Surfaces – Inspect surfaces to receive carpet, make tests recommended by Carpet Manufacturer, take corrective action deemed necessary in writing of any condition which would be detrimental to carpet installation. Remove all foreign and incompatible materials and vacuum clean surfaces immediately prior to installation of carpet. Fill cracks, construction joints and other surface imperfections with latex underlayment compound troweled level with adjacent surface. Commencement of work constitutes acceptance of surfaces and responsibility for them.

B. Make installation continuous under all removable, portable and/or accordion partitions. Seam layout shall provide a minimum total seam length with minimum head seams. Head seams shall not be located in areas of heavy traffic.

END SECTION